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This study wag conducted to identify the languagedifficulties encountered by parents in :working with 106 goalstatsments for elementary education. A sample of 13 ,parents frommiddip to low socioeconomic classes identified 1,265 words andphrases they did not understand. After the qoals were rewritten,parents ithntified only 58---.words and phrases as not understandable.Based on the theory that communication only-takes place whencommunicators` are speaking fret a mutually, he* stock of knowledge,the newly rewritten statements are more understandable than theoriginal statements. Bated on the theory of pragmatic communication,the- pakents %ref still in a doubIebind positilan regarding such goalsas those of modern math and cannot communicate appropriately their4estres for -their children. Should princtpals,act on the rating ofT3ch goals by parents, it is possible that the school programs wouldnot reflect the true goals desired by parets. If parents are toparticipate in goal-sorting procedures, they need a way of indicatingey do -not understand and an opportunity for furtherclarification prior to rating the goals. lAuthar/DN)
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The CSE Elementa School Evaluation KIT: Needs Assessment

The Center for the Study of rvq,luation, In its efforts to provide

'41s for evaluation, has developed an Evaluation KTT:
v. .

Needs. Assessment (Hoepfner, et al., I973;. Using the KIT, aschool prin-

cipalcag,conduct an assessmeA Of his_School's new by Identifying de-

sirable program goals for the;ehildio, determining thOschool'Asurrent

success in meeting those goals, and detertuning the utility of increased

.\ emphasis on the desired goals. After the Needs Assessment is-cemPleted\\
-\ and the current program is evaluated ill terms of the stated goals, pro

\
gi4n charges may'be made,to try toteet th6

\*.-

teals.

One of thenitial steps'in the identification of a school's goals

includes the partizipation of teachers, parents, and ethers in a proc6dure

called the "Collective Vieupoints" goal sort. The Center prepared a com-

prehAlsive,set of 1O( curriculum goals ftr children in the eleMentary
--

schwls. The goal statements were developed at a level of generality

permitting exhaustion of the range'of elementary education goals, Is,

above that of behavioralqobjectives.or curriculum objectives, but below

the level of those adopted at state or federal levels as the "Ten Glit-

=teringGoals Cof Education" Woepfner, 1972).

Teachers, principals, superintendents; and curriculum specialists

were interviewed and intensive searches were made-oS,both curriculum
. _

literature and instructional materials. From this data, descriptors for

each-goal statement were developod by classfying the operational and be-.

havioral objective statements intotheirjespective meaningful units.

Each descriptor and goal name was printed on a Q-sort card for a total

of 106 cards.
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l'attic4pants ih a Collective Viewpoints card sort are asked to sort

the goals into,five stacks, marked "S. Mbst Important,"."4: Moderate

Inportanee," "3. 'fiVerage Importance," "2. Marginal Importance," and "12.

Untmportantt Irrelevant." :After the catds are sorted into the rive, stacks

by eaCh:parent or t6cher, the - ratings tire tailed spabcombined together

to form a ranking or .priority list 0 goals as pprcei(ed by the constr ti ants

of that school. The procedure Was developed. to enstite input by teachers and

pa'rents in the setting of goals for the schools ih Oich they or' their

dren ire engaged.

Following the card sort, the Krf instructs the principal insetting

up a' testing program to Identify the areas for ,further concern in relation

to the stated goals. He selects the highest prioriti,goals fromthe:list

and rests tlio children in those goalS to determine whether the current cur-

ricultni is ,achieving goals desired by the particular school. If, for ex-

theichildren appear to be achieving the goals with the current curri-

culum; no change of program would be indicated. However, if their test

scores indicate that they are not achieving the stated goals, the prinCipal

oral others woui.d wish to develop a new program plan in the area of low if

achievement, to attempt to net the already established highest priority

goals.

This procedure for Needs Assessment is based on the assumption,that the

goal priorities obtained in this manner are both valid and cogent statements

made by teachers and parents about what they want children to blow and do,

in their school.

The KIT was field tested nationally during 1971 with a sample of about

200 schools, about 100 from selected areas of the country and about 106
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school, in California. It was also monitored in 4 case study manner in

two local schools near Los tingeles. The results of the entire field test

an be read in Re ort on the Field Testin l:lementa pool' evaluation

K1'f Need Assessment (lioepfner et al. X971).

The field test results indicated, among other findings, that parente

hetnd_the vocabulary In the_c_erd_sort somewhat-to-very difficult to under-.

stand (see pp 34 8B, 89, 94). The results jid not, however,- pro-.

;lido data on the kinds of difficulty the vocebulary presented to parents.

The report reconnended further research 'in an attempt to identify the types
and'possible ranges of difficulty encountered by parents, wale the focus on

different economic (and presireibly educational) levels, to try to flush out

the vc cabulary and/or conceptual problems. (See page 2 of tioepfner, et al.,

1971.

Communication Problems
.

in Ed ucation

'No theories related to cemeunication were examined as pOssible tools

in the analysis of the problems encountered, by the parents. The first is
a theory_ about the origin of knowledge and. how it is exchanged in society.

The other is- a theory relatieg to con:mai-cation disorders, and how they are
.

perpetuate& in exchanges of knowledge between twe\or more persons. The

;,first approaches knowledge ancl.cemmunication iro LIn sociological perspective,

with the focus on society as a whole; while the second approaches communica-

non from a psychological point of view, and focuses upon interactions be-

tween two -or More persons.

The sociological approach utilizes the concepts developed by Berger

and Luchnuein in The Sal Construction of (196(), that all knowledge
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owledge from a particular position, and that cepounication takes Ow
L.

where there is common agreement on the, existence of an idea and language to
express it, It may be that the 'formulators of the Information' on the cards

. ,

were using ideas and language which do not exist or at least have different
meanings, in the minds of parents .and others who participated in the goal
sort.

Berger and I.uchniann hold that there is a universe Of knowledge in which

members of society participate differentially. The whole society- fmrtici-,

pates to some degree in a carrion stock of knowledge withlanguage shared by
u

all; each-member of society participates to some degree in a variety of "sub-
,

universes" of knowledge, which have particular language to describe or ex-
plain them. 'Tfirless 'a meMber of society knots about a partid4ar "sub-uni-
verse" of laiewledge and language the less communication takes place in that
area. This lead to the possible situation that parentsr net being partici-
pants in the sub-universe of knowledge called "education," would not under-.-
stand the language of education and therefore could not sel oval
goals for children'unless theyiw en xr the language of the -' "common

stock of_know ge,

The individual in our society has personal knowledge about. his -private
lire as experieced by him, such as family, his personal health, education,
residence in a neighborhood. He also experiences an ethical 'milieu as pro-
vided in his fami y. This type ofjknowledge is subjectively experienced by
each individual, \

also has sore knowledge; lon with other individuals, that in his
society 'there- are intitutions, e' cal systems of thought, and divisions
of labor. This luiowle\dge is sha ed and experienced objectively among the



members of society. Knowing that almost all persOns experience fairii/y or
substxtute, good., and bad health,, attend school, 1,ive in'a house or

apartment, have ethical values which direct their lives, makes each member

Hof sa,ciety'Objecti,vely knowledgeable about Other individualS.

At the same time, there are prt!ate realms'of 'knowledge not lolovhi to

all the participants in thp,common stock of kno,:dedge. Each individual...
'mows. things about himself that are not shared and each division of labor
creates a realm of kAiowle.dge about 'itself which 'is not shared by outsiders.
These realms of an individuars knowledge are depicted in Figure 1../.

FIGURE 1
INOWLEDGli REMIS of AN. IN DUAL

SUBACTIVE OBJEarn

family
,health
education
housing
ethics

UNIVF_RSALLY HELD =NON sroc v.,
......______-_,_________-,

,.
,

courts
prisons
policemen
law

AND 9 TIMS OF THE EXISTENCE OF

schools hospitals buildings
colleges medicine airplanes
trade schools operations autos
learning illness construction

Private
World
of
Self

Teachers
Contents

Methods

Doctors.
Contents

&

Methoeis

Engineers
Con.f.ent

&

.Methods

Lawyers
Content

ft-
Me thods

SIM-UNIVERSE OF MEANINGS NOT HELD IN catsioN Y ALL MDIBERS OF THE CULTU.RE.

The psychological approach to cimrnunication problems, taken by Waltzla-
wick, Beavin, and Jackson (1967) ih the Px.a. mien Communication,

describes how communication, can Wand frequently is subverted, either
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fipc Lae') daily (sub-consciously) or purpoiely. They indicate what types. of
column/heat/on errors develop from inappropriate communication techniques.
One in particular, the "double bind," appears to be relevant. 'They indi-
Cate that comunication has both a content and a.relitionship, that is,
themessage contains substantive meaning. and there is -a second message

within it-which tells the,receiver 'of the message how to interpret the
_ .

meaning.. -In the "double-bind" 4' message is sent which has contradictory
elements in £t. The substantive meaning and the way of 'interpreting it.
are not congruent.

Communication which has this paradoxical or double 'bind quality to it
occurs when peilens have a relationship with a high degree Of physical or.
piychological -"survival value" for the participants. .16.,siages are sent,

idhich assert something in content, and something else which contradicts
A content asse tion. 11,er-is-Prevented from - acknowledging the

contradiction, and therefore is forced into inappropriate responses. _

isil4nparadoxical communication occum, the responses tend to be one
of three types: a) the receiver "takis the blame" for not ''understanding"
and searchiS for cltis to the meaning, without admitting the message doesn't
make sense, b)-,. the receiver complies with the instructions, however absurd,

'While:admitting' to himself that the message is absurd, or c) the receiver
I , ,,

-Withdraws.from involvement in the communication.

(
Since the parents` were instructed to accept the content messages of

the goal statements as both martingful and understandable by them, they may

have reacted to them by either trying to make the goal statements "make
,

Sense" and/or reacted to the goals statements as instructed even though
they thought the statements did not -"make sense." If they reacted in this

tR

;
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way the data Would be seriouIly distorted, which could lead to misirforma-
, - 4 0.-

don being supplied to the educational decision maker incipaIs) abopta . . p o

what goals the wanted their children to tchieve.. .

Basic IlleolAiallUEERUSIII
t

Assumptions were identified from the two theeretical'approaChes to

communication which might assist the KIT` developers in the analysisoff the

con;unication problems-encountered by parents:

.Knowledge is always knoWledge in relation to a certain position.
.

r2: Knowledgeis communicated through language.

3. All people,' share chain. co " knowledge.

4. , All-people i do liet..have access the total universe of availableknowledge.

5. Knowledge, being held differentially, causes the development ofdivisions of labor among the various holders a knowledge, whichcreates sub-universes of knowledge and language to, discuss, thosesub-universes. ("Education" is such a sub-universe.)
.6. Different social groups vary greatly in their capacity to transcendtheir own narrow position in relation to the conalen stock o£,knowledge.

7 Communication has meaning at a content level and at a relationshiplevel.

To be understood, the language chosen to describe an-idea must have
similarmeanings'for boih'parties, the speaker and the liStener. it is neces-
sary that agreed -upon meanings exist, If they do not., they must be created
spcially, between the participants iii the .communication. Until challenged
by either participants or outsiders, it is assumed that understanding takes
place, If understanding is absent the participants must "step outside the
situation" and say' "I .do not understand (the codmunication)" or, the co
'cation takes on an inaccurate-or inappropriate meanin

1.*
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Inappropeiate cokunicatioi*May result r acin the "double bindcurrinv.

,
...

when Oepartieipants _feel they mist act *n'cermunication. whic)t-
is inc-exi-r

_
. ,

prehensible; Nit intn 'which -they cannot retreat (step outside' tie-situation

..,

,
. , .,,

-c- !

to say they don't understand)..."
'.

Watzlawiek, et,a1.,, (1967) ftirther suggeit:tbat the relationship between.

corownicaVara aitects the_waythelessages are intetpreted and the resporises.

-They su that "all commUnicational interchanges are either Symmetrical

or compleientary, depending on bother they: are' based on pqpiility or diiier-

ence Sylnr4trical%c- ication-occurs,between: and among equalsand'

complementary communication oceu,s when when. ione is Assertive and the other, _

-stliaissiv....with a maximization of differepee,,

In complementary interactidnsl, two rbles are,acted out: one is superior,

--,primaty, or "one-up,' and the otheris anferior,'or, has a seCOdarfcultural

context. Examples of coMplementarytuiteractions
are these between mother

andrebild, doctor and patient, teacher andsiudent, etd. ,These are inter

locked into behavior patterns th4i\are socially defined as 4ppropriafe.

The profesqonal'eda54tor
hoh:EsuscLirmatjavdIllmardlo'students and

often a ars to hold it with re rd'to tints as well. Parent-educator in-

teractions, can be seen to be both symmetrical and rrImplementary as the

tion change Figures 2 and 3 depict the two types of interactions.

A SYMSTRICAL MINICATION IF a « TINGE

S

Knt..41edge and meaning of vocabulaty- of--eFalrion mutually held by both ides

(Spnetry)

teacher

equal

principal

cruel

symmetrical

By changing the subject and/or language of commmnication one can changepositions or roles'to one being superior and the Other inferiore(i.e., whenprincipals discusses the competence' of the teacher, be then holds superiorposition).* A

eV'

Q
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X Autry -, :4
A _tt0i, rz..NrARy iattizIon

at 14'

1<nowledge-and neanitg ..tcation,vecabulury not mitually held Ades

(Comples..ritaiy)

paretit
(

infetior .tdiperior. -,t
,i-copleneprary .

, -A

By daanging tkte sub ect- and 1 uaie of the ..-.,otrimicaticin one .can changethe positions ito equ re .t as ien_parents any pr cipals ,are
boa's on sameetdock),or 'one,cantreverseithe posita.ons with parent in supe-ribr and prin44, 4- in inferior status f -cennunscation (i.e., parent xs arechanie and &Sasses a whani.61,, problem with principal's car ?.

yrincipal

c , _

The status of the participants always related to both the content and
situation in whAch the zeilittalilieatIOTI takes place, Ate parents in the Collec-t
tiVe 'Viewpoints study, ere asked to behave in a syrrzo.trical way UstequalS

but ap parently were unable to meet that chIllenge becaUse the vocabulary was
from the 4sUbunivierse of knowledge a eddcator5, rather than the vocabulary'u.sed
by parents. In _order for them to respond as equals' at' the decision,ociking

4
At

process, they mist be aildrefsed in language understood.

and educators.
4

ihe statsjila
.This study attenPted to identify the degrees of* doVrehensibatti by non-,

.
members of the sub-uniVeite of the language used otri the goal..cards, and to

a parents

then rewrite the cards to make the-cvnprehensible by using the language of
c,

the .:1CCMCITI 5tor.41 of 'knowledge." The hypothesis developed freri the basic as-.

suaptions outlined above is'.;

The degree of rehensibiti,ty of the vocabulary of the goal statements,
, is in relatibn to the degree of participation, of the lay person in the"canon stock" of knowledgi,and to ' "sub - universe" of wledge abouteducation. /,7

4rp

- la

t.
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-ly *PeOple.at the Itiwest end of the socioeconomic system understandless of` the language_than these higher on,. the socioefonomic ladder.
instances there may be no', Understanding .by any- level ofnealiteibers of the:Ab-Rniverse of education, if the language is nottranslated -into "lay *terms" '(terms tutu-Illy agree upon in the"comma- -stock -latowleagen.

4

The study 1,vasf.set up -in three phases:
-

%
.., ,..

:Outing Phase II, .a. sai ple;_of parents (selected based Q11 preSemed. varythg.
,. . . .... . -.. _ ,. . ...... .',. .t. ' 4 t, 1t , .partieipatIn in,the coffin stock of knowledge) was as -to identify the.- ..r:

*
0

-vpcabula.ty in the goal- statements poi.understc;od by -the::. The 'datiwaS tlien. , . ...
.mialYied in relation to the theoretical base. .

*.a.

in. phase II, in-light 6.t the findings frau. Phase I,""the goal.'-statesients
were.rekir'itten. -1-f! possible,. every word and phrase identified by the parti-
-cipmts wai to be changed into more familiar or common language. .

I Phase- III LiVolved the field testineg the rewritten goal statements..
- et--

Tile participants whip: had'worked on Phase there asked -tonesbond to the new
r

algo statement:s and identify any.VilFebulary still not understood.

PHASE

SelectiozLstaml2.
f

Certain assumptions. were made in planning the s_tudy -Which directed the
ty pe. and nunber of people who hgere.splected:

-t
1. ThaVparents in different.socioeconomic levels of soclet$"..wouidunderstand the vocabula# somewhat- in relation to their positionon the socioeconomic scale.

2. -That a small theoretical sample taken rtom each of three categoriesof the sc4oecenomical. levels (loosely defined. at low, working, andmiddle-crass) mad provide critical data about the range of diffi-culty encountered with 'the langliage_of. the goal statements. ,' ,
*--,, .' -13. That Upon

.

receipt of such data, most of the :goal statements couldbe rewritten into language which could be understood
i
by-parents atsay socioeconomic level;.

*
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',That people fele to be self-conscious about atrtitting they do notUnderstand st5iiiething and that therefore the sarple` group would beMere truthful if they..xeze paid to tell what they did not Under-
stand And were made to fee ,less self7conscious througr&vblop-
-rent of f-a Casual_ aid syntnetrIc communication exchange.

A sample of people'was thosenAn-teims its probable vocabulary cam-

prehension. it was asstinecl, based on sOciological data about class and the

structure o th soeietr, that there would be considerable difference in the
comprehension of the goal cards, by white middle class suburban parents who

had probably-firrilied high school and fossibly attended college; by 21 xican-

American working class parents who: are bilingual and who may or may not have
_

cOmpleted highl-s.chool in the U.S.A.; and by black low socioeconomic or unem-

ployed parents whO-Day'orinay not have completed high school. There was de-/
bate'about selecting a fourth group of-white ',working class ptrents, but it-

waswas assumedihat they woad be close-to the working class /'-xican-American'

and,. t yblacks e therefore chose to involve a) white suburban mothers,

b)MexicaT?.-1,imer can bilingual working-class mothers; and c). black low socio-

,econoiniC-or-trickeployed biatk- rothers;.

All the parents CaMe from different- coinwnities within the city of` LOS-

Ange)..es. Group4One:cCatisted- of white parents who Were. Osen from a col-

lege suburb- near the edge of the city One had coated liigh school; (Die

had coavleted";:.calege. The 'y are bo active in.their local elementary schools.,
-. - ;4 ., 11

Group Iwo was selecteif-from a working class-suburb in which there is

an integrated population of blacks, whites, and Mexlcan-,Americans (some of.
whom are also onpublic assistance). The groupgroup ws composed of five people,
four Mexi6an-Americans and one Anglo. Of the Iiekican-Americans, two were

tutors in the scho9.1.,- one was a volunteer tas was the Anglo); and one had very

recently moved to the U.S.A. (She had had some college in Mexico but spokeF.

English.yerfhaWnk)y.) The Anglo did not speak Spanish, and had completed
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high school, as had:two of the Mexican-Americans. All the-Mexican- Americans
I -

.

spOke both Spanish and English. They' frequently lapsed into Spanish when'

talking to each other about the goal cards. One to-k responsibility for in-
-

terpreting the cards to the woman recently from Mexico. None of the mothers

worked outside the home, They regularly took part in school activities.

Group Three consisted of six black parents `chosen from a section in the

central city with a high incidence of the population-on public welfare._

None'of them worked outside the home. They all took part in- school activi-
P

ties as teadhersi.aides or as volunteers in some other capacity with the

school. Some of them had worked in-the past in such occupations as aides in

a county hospital and domestic helpers Three had completed high,schodl;

the other three had not.

The fact that all the mothers in the study participated in school ac-.

A tivities as aides, etc.,-indicated a certain leyel-af_sophistication and as--

sumption of social responsibility. From this it might be assumed they would
ft

understand more of the vocabulary thah other parents from their sime7social

strata, simple because of continuous exposure at school. There was no corn--

parison group of non-participating (in school activity) mothers. The find- .

ings indicate,-however,-that within two of the groups there was a very wide

differential in the range of comprehension 'as well as a-wide variation

among groups.

- Theoietical Assumptions About the Sample

The white suburban parents (Group 1) were chosen to,provide a base line

on the range- of diffeience between the professional educator's and the

"average" parents' use and comprehension of the'ldhguage in the goal state,

ments. It.had been assumed at theCenter,that most parents could understa

0
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the goals. Since the field test indicated that many had trouble, the res-
*.

ponEes of the white suburban parents could offer a thumbnail guide- to-the

:variance befiireen comprehension by "average" parents and the. perceptions of

the professional educators who had written the goal statements for "average"

parents. This then would indicate the level of participation by this gr

of parents, both in the common stock of knowledge and, the sub-universe of

knowledge about education.

The Mexican-American parents (Group 2) were chosen to provide insight.,
into the type of vocabulary difficulties that might be encountered by bilin7

gual parents. It WAS assumed that the vocabulary 'of the bilingual working

class-group would be less extensive than the white'middle class. If that as--,

simption held up, the data would indicate the distance between Group 1 and
-

Group 2 in participation in the common stock-of knowledge, and' in the'Sub-

universe of knowledge about education.

The black parents (Group 3).from the central city were,thosen as theoret-

ically representative of the lowest level of participation n'the common stock

/.of knowledge and the absence of participation in the sub-universe of knowledge

about education. It was assumed that due to the-educational deficits expe-,

rienced by blacks adults national-35y, their participation in the study would
.

provide data on the extent of difficulty such parents as a group,would en-
,

counter with the goal statements.

EleMentary school principals were contacted and askdd for their coopera-

tion in the research. They were each told:

"We are conducting research and development of an Elementary School.
Evaluation KIT which includes a method for-doing a Needs Assessment
for the school. The KIT recommends that parents be involved in the
Needs Assessment by participating 'in a procedure for identifying
and ranking the goals for children. The procedure involves sorting
into five ranked stacks 106 cards on which are printed educational
goals for children. The Center has taken the card sort procedure
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into the field and tested it nationally with 200 schools. There
was considerable comment on the difficulty parents had with the
vocabulary. The data, however, did not reveal the specific dif-
ficulty the parents experienced. We are therefore recruiting par-
ents_to participate in a very small applied study to identify the

_ words and phrases they do not understand. We are interested in
parentsiwhom you think represent the educational level of your
school. We are asking for neither the most capable nor the least
capable, just the "run of the mill" type parents in your school.
You are free to recruit whothever you wish. They will be paid
$10.00 a session to contribute their time. The Center will ac-*
Imouledge-their time with a letter of appreciatiOn and the check.
1 will need one morning or one'afternoon of their time and are
willing to meet two times if necessary."'

kethodoliigy

The Group 1 parents aud,the researcher met at the home of one of the

participants. The Group- 2 and Group 3 parents vet with the researcher at

their respective- schools. A
4
session of 'about two'hours duration was held

with each of the three groups. The researcher met with one black parent a

second 'session.*
i

' The parents were each given a set-of the 106 cards. They were asked

to `read them, and to circle any words not understood and to underline phrases,

they did not understand. The following explanation and instructions were

given to_the participants:

"These cards have been designed to-assist parents and teachers to
identify the goals they consider most' important, by reading the
cards. and sorting them into five stacks, from Most-Important to
Least Important. We have tested the cards in 200 schools across
the country, and found that most teachers understood them very-
well and could do the sorting without much difficUlty. The parents,
however,-had quite a bit of' difficulty with the vocabulary. We are
now trying to find out specifidally which words cawed the most
trouble. We plan to rewrite the cards after this researc
raeted, based upon the information which all o 1 contri-
bute. We are aware that some of t ulary is frequently used
by educators, and less frequ y;-if at all, by parents.

We ire-aning you to circle the words'you do not understand and to
underline the phrases yon do not understand (even if/fou understand
the words in the phrases). You may ask me questions; 4f necessary.
You may also make comments on the back of the cards; as you feel
necessary."

_ _ _

4
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Results: Phase I

The words and phrases identified as not understandable were tallied for

each participant anclthen for each group. As predicted, the results indicated

that the vocabulary was progressively more difficult moving from Group 1

(white) to Group 3.(blad).. Over all, the results- indicated that Group 1 and

Group 2 (Mexican-American) clustered closer to one another, than either did

to Group 3.

II

Since there were only two participants,in Group 1, that'data is not-as .

fully cempa able to Group'2, but it is assumed there would not have been an

appreciable change'in the results of those two groups. Grobp 3, however,

clearly shdwed that they were indeed handicapped in their ability to under-

stand the vo4ulary of the, goal Statement's. Group.l (2 participants) iden-

tified 104 words-and phrases: (52:each) which they did not Understand. Group
.

2 (5 participants) identified _302 words and phrasesjaniyerage of 60 each,'

ranging from 53 to 81 items per person). Group 3 (6 participants) idenii-

fled 859 words and phrases (an average of 143 each, ranging from 74 to 232

per person). The results of the Phase 1 tallying are shown in Figure 4.\

FIGURE 4 ,

PHASE 1: NUMBER OF ITEMS FROM OR GOALS
NOT UNDERSTANDABLE BY CH GROUP

Group No.
No. of

Participants
Total No.
of Items

Average
Per Person Range

1 104 52 52 52

5 302 60 53 81

3 6 859 143 74. 232

Total 13 - 1265 97
,--

52

,,

232
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From the 106 goal statements, these thirteen mothers offered a total of

1265 comments about Words and phrases they did not understand in the goal

statements. We had anticipated that the findings would indicate a regression

of understanding aS-the socioeconomic level regressed; As can be seen, the

middle class and the working class mothers combined had only half as much dif-

ficulty as the lowest group :\ We had expected a wider range of difference be-

tween the first two groups,*th a more or less even division between each of

the three groups.

Discussion

V

The results show an overall progression of difficulty with the vocabulary \

from e mothers in Group 1 to mothers in Group 3. There were some items

which were equally difficult,for all mothers, and most of those items were

from the stock of knowledge inthe sub-universe _of-profeggiOna educators to

which veryliew-lay-people-have

part-of the stock of 14lowled0

went up'for all threegroups:

I

However, there were stil]1

:access. When the language of the cards was a

held by lay people, the comprehension level

progressions of difficulty even within the

so-called-common stock of knowledge. Group 1 was able to comprehend much
r.

more of the common, language than the parents in Group 3. It appears that

the common-stock of knoWledge is most universally comprehended in the area'

of non-educational'language (e.g., happy in schOol).

statements give examples of the range of- responses.-

3A SCHOOL ORIENTATION

Has a favorableattitude toward school, teachers, studying.

All three groups of parents appear to have these words and concepts in common.
.

None identified any pareof this goal statement as not 'being understood. It

is assumed that thought they understood the goal statement.

Thefollowing 5 goal
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lB NEUROTICI94-ADJUSTMENT

Faces. re ity. well adjusted. Is generally happy.

Group I did not underline any words in the goal statement. Mast o Group 2

and 3 underlined'"neuroticism." It is assumed they thought they understood

the rest of the statement.

2C SOCIALIZATION-REBELLIOUSNESS

Has a healthy balance between conformity, acceptance, obedience,
rigidity, and nonrconformity, criticism, and disrespect. Is open-
minded and tolerant to news. ideas, non-conformitylin others. Res-

., pecte public and private propeyty, shares, cooperates, is respect-
'ful, and courteous.

This goal statement represents a differentiate sharing of thecommon

stock of knowledge. Group 1 i4idicated no difficulty in underitanding any

ofit, although they suggested that the first sentence could be rephrased

to more clearly delineate the Contrasts. Group 2 did not have any trouble
- ,

with the body of the statement:but they underlined "rebelliousries" in

.41).e title. Group 3 hadi a great deal of difficulty with the entire state-
,.

pent underlining: "rebelliousness, conformity, acceptance, o e d' lence,

rigidity, non-conformity \criticism, disrespect, open-minded: tolerant td

pew ideas." We are umable to discern from -the data whether Group 3 did

not' understand the words, or understood some or all of the, words but tknot

the co text. It. is highly; nlikely that they could meaningful1y rate the

goal under either circumstande.

8D\SPATIAL REASONING

what a thing would Zook like if changed in cez.:ain ways. Has hood

Hasp peed, acuity, and accuracy of visual perceptions. Viqualizes

:orientation.

This goal statement represents an example of 100% e4Clusion from the

knowledge. All the participants underlined Spatial, acuity and ood on

tation. This probably represents their shared exclusion from some of the

1,
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bqdy,of the knowledge held by educators in that none of them knew what the
\
;,word: l meant, and therefore would not be in a position to judge whether the

goal is of importance.

15D COMPREIENSION OT NUMBER PRINCIPLES

Understands commutative, asbociative, and distributive properties,
closthre, identities, properties of 0-and 1, and inverse operations.

,Like 8D, 15D represents a sub-universe of knowledge unknown to all of

the participants. They all said that the statement was-incomprehensible to

them. Needless to,say, a paradox is clearly represented in these cases.

When the parents in the'earlier field test were asked to sort this goal state-

ment fionmost to least important -they were given.no option to put the card

in a do not understand category; so, without understanding anything in the

statements, it was nrateP along with all the.others, thus providing poten-

tially'false information to principals.

PHASE II

Revision of.the Goals Based on-Implications of the Pilot Stuk

Examination of the results of,the pilot study, clearly indicated that

the goals would have to be rewritten. In ordet-for parents from every walk

of life to befable to--use them, the language Would have to be from the stock

of knowledge held in common by them. Due to some practical difficulties.-

relating to other-uses fox the,goal statements, it was decided to leave. the

titles as originally written, but to rewrite the body of the statement, and

to add a sub-title where necessary to the original which would interpret it

to the reader.

The goal statements were coded to show every comment made by every parent

indicating the words and phrases which one or more parents did,not understand.

Some statements-show_ ,only'a word or too.; Others ended up appearing to be
9
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'totally incomprehensible due t, the number of words not understood. In some
/

instances, the parents had stated 'The whole card needs to be-rewritten. ""

They did not underline specific words in such instances.

The set of goal statements was divided into three groups and giii n

to three members of th
/
Center staff who then rewrote the group of gods

'assigned to them. ey then passed the newly rewritten material on to the

next person. If "e second writer felt the vocabulary'of the first regrite

was'still difficult,.a second alternative was presented along with th/ first

'writers! change . A third writer then read both revisions, and if dis-

agreement added a third alternative,

The original vocabulary of ,the goal statements contained many sing

words s

.

ing for concepts, representing whole sections of the fieldo!A

educatio both4n the area of cognitive curriculum content, and in the

area of affective psycho-Social development of the child. The review team

felt ihat primary difficulty with the vocabulary arose from the use of such,

" "in ellectual shorthand" from the sub-universes of knowledge. Rather than

use a single word which-conceptually communicates an array of.sub-topics,

the goal statements would have to be written in language describing the

/components of the concepts, even at the'risk of over-simplifying the goal.

/ / For example, a phrase such as "synthesizing known information," would

.3

become "putting all the information together for systematic testing." In

another instance, the phrases "self-concepts, self-confidence, self-security
. , 4

and self-esteem" would become "healthy idea of self, trusts own judgment;

not afraid to make decisions...,.usually likes the kind of person he is...." 4

In this way, the statements in the entire set of goals were translated into

statements describing the content of the concepts.

I
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After all 105 statements had been through the process, the three writers

met together, reviewed the`alternatives, and finally selected what seemed to

all three to be the simplest, most understandable statement.. This process

was dcme),aith a great deal of reliance upon intuition and assumptions held

by the writers about-the yocabulary of the common stock of.knowledge held

by,the sample groups.

Certain difficulties atose.in the process of 'rewriting the statements

involving "new math." It was felt by each of the writers that "new math " :is

not concisely translatable into language of the common stock of Llowledge,

It was agreed that the-language-of "nerve math" belongs to a sub-universe of

knawledge andhas no simple common equivalent in, the common stock. The
. .

"new math" statements were modified to whatever extent possible With descrip-

tive clauses in parentheses. However, the staff felt that even after being`

rewritten, the parents would still have trouble.withthe-"new math" vocabu-

lary. The second field test of the study substantiated that prediction.

An additional change was also made for the field-test. The original .

44'

goal statements had been printed on cards and were designed for use as a,

C!-sort. The participants, sorted the goals into stacks, from Most Important

to Least Important. The new goal statements were, printed in questionnaire

--form with instructions to circle the rank of importance from 5 to 1 (Most

Important: to Least Important).*

PHASE III

"Field Test of. Rewritten Goal Statements

The field test was cunducted with the-samel3 participants who had iden-

tified the vocabulary difficulty on the original goal statements. They were

again paid $10.00 each. They were asked to do ,three tasks in this test.
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First, they were instructed to cirtleand'underlimi words and phrases s ill:

not understandable to them in the new statements.' Second,' they were
N.

instructed
to complete the questionnaire by rating each goalcstatement from Most to Liast

Important. Third, they were asked to indicate their preferences for'the cards

or the queitionnaires. (This information appears as Appendix A.) . The qua's-

tiomaixes were mailed to each participant with a request to return them with-

in a week.' They were all returned. within 24 weeks.

_Results of Field Test. of Rewritten Goal

The participants identified 58 words or phrases as' still. not understood
4.n the new goal statements, in contrast td a* total of 1,265 in the initial
identifRation task. Of these 58, 17 were words in the titles wii.ich had not

been rewritten. The original data identified 41 words or phrases in the titles.-

Therefore, to be fully consistent they should have identified an additional 24'

words in the titles. (Figure 5 summarizes the results obtained from the second

session.)

FIGURE S
PHASE III: NUMBER-OF ITEMS FROM REVISED GOALS

NOT ID/DEMANDABLE BY EACH GROUP

I

Group No.'
No. of

Participants
Total a.
of It-1

Average
Per Person-

Number Related
towards intitles

I
.

I '6.5 -0-`
.

/
10

3 6 35. 6 14

Total 13
.

58 4.5 17

I
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In looking at the entire group of J.06 statements which were rewritten,

27.statements ellicited new comments

comments related to the titles only..

Of those 27 statements, 17 ellicited

Of the remaining 10 statements -which

were,still causing some sort of difficulty, 3 were statements regarding

modern math goals: As predicted, the modern math goals werb the most dif-

ficult to write into language frorthe common stock olknowledge.

There was consistency in the Vords were underlined -and the thebret-
.

ical positiontaten in this paper.. The statements about mathematics still

turned up as ilnintelligple to most of the particiRants, which 'indicates that

they cannot commilnicate their desires for their children's education. regarding

the ODNIENIS of14odera.Nlath; even thoilgh they may feel that TO MO/Modern

Math is, a necessary skill .or goal for "their children in today's society.

, . '
. 1 ,

,

There was also Consistency in the vocabulary underlined when it reflected

%lb spetifie areas of sub'-univeeses of *wledge. For example, they again unde-

lined "syllogism, 4tapbors, hypothesis, analogies, glossaries," which are all4'
words belonging,tosub-categories of,knowledge

In the titles, which had not-bpen.rewritten they again. underlined such

words as "Integers, Spatial,'IdeatiOnal, Classificatory, Operational Defini

tions, Representational Skills." lilese wordi also belong to sub7universes of
knowledge. However, when the text was rewritten into language from the cons-

.

non stock of knowledge held by the group, they indicated that they understood;

the words of the text, even though they still did not know the words in the

titles.

In order to demonstrate the resautiva of particular types of difficulty

encountered by participants with the original goal statements, some comparisons

between the rewritten and original are presented.

.

4
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The goal statement 350 "Itypothesii Formation* in icier " presents A
* good example. The original statement read:

35D HYPOTHESIS 1701ATION IN ScilikE
--

Makea reasonable precizotions fr.= known Wm/nit-ion) 'obaereationi
and/or experimentation. Formulates simple hypotheses by at:avail:a

, and eynthcaiAing known information, observation, and relevant
-experiments. Changes hypotheses in the light of_new evidence.-"Viinks` in tome of the ppesine explanations for what is abaci*** ;
aces the-liektionehip between cause and effect.,

azill 2 had the same type Of difficulty. They underlined "hypothesis"
_ andt."Synthesizing iSiformation." &pup S underlined "hypothesis; experi-.,

mentation; farmulateS-siinpie hypothesis by analyiing and synthesizing kncign

'information; observatiorki,relevant', ts,;.relationships between cause

and effect;"' indicating alert total lack of comtorehenSion for them,.

Group 3. and' 2 were able to,,Amderstand most ofthe language from the suli-
-universe of knowledge about science indicating that their metric stock of
knowledge lias :large enough to accomodate most o the Nii3cabilary. Group 3,

however, was unable to coapiehendenough.of the language4o make reasonable
judgments abOut the value of such a goal tor their children, The Material
for the same goal stntebentwas rewritten to read:

35D HYPOTHESIS F011iATICN 114 SCIENCE

liakea reasonable predictions from known. infOzration,observations,and experir,enta. Deettopa aimele ideas into teatable terms, bystudying all .aspects af. Ote-idea and. then putting all *1w-ix:for-
ma* n .togpther for systematic teating of the idea. Changta ideasin the light of new evidence. Thinks in terms of possible-explana-
tions for what 'is observed. Can identify-cauaes of outcome.

-The rewritten goal statement did not receive moments frorrany of the three
groups.._ To be totally consistent one Or more from eachgrouli should have

underlined "Hypothesis" in the title. Ibwever, none tklem did sod perhaps

indicating that the parents were satisfied with the text d were canfiaeut
that the text defined the titles
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The next examples II

2 and 3 having almosi ident cal difficulty.*
. 30A RECOGNITION MEANINGS

ti

Group 1 having the least difficulty and Groups'

.

-gas broad vocabulary. Yeeagni,liea turd meanings through cont&ct.
Becognf,zes word Meanings through awayCris of prefixes., suffices,
roots, mid word 'o Ana. Recognizes synonyms, antonyms, and
homonyms. .Recognizes denotations and donnotafriiins of words.

Group i 'identifie*d *iliOrnclnyms; denotations; connotations."' Both Groups 2

And. 3- identified- "context; suffixes; `synonyms; antonyms; homonyms; ,denota-

tions; connotations of words,"14th Group 3 also underlining "broad vocabu--

Group 1. seemed to haVe the advantage in' the` language of grarmar and

word usage. from their participation in that sub-universe of knowledge.

Group.2, 1 s bi-tin mothers with'pnly a moderate amount of education,

and. Grow 3, with even greate educational disadvantages, found themselves

mabie to understand most of the goal statement' and therefore would have._

little ability to make reasonable judgments about it for their children.

The goal statement was rewritten to read:

30A REcoasanav OF LORI} MEANINGS

Has a good vocabulary. Recognizes the meanings of words by theway they are ,used. Recognizes voids by -looking common beginning°and endings, 'Reeognizea words, that mean the came things, the oppo-site thinga, and words that sound alike but mew: different things.
Vats Zogio in, ing to underatan4 the megning of words.

There were no difficulties identifiedNy any participant with this rewritten

goal statement-,

The next examples shows the progressive difficulty encountered from

groups l through 3. The original goal statement was:

if
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31C CRITICAL READING
\

Analyzes and evaluates reading selections. Recognizes author'spoints of view and:purpose for ta,iting. Analyzes and comparesdifferent points of view. Distinguishes one type of literaturefront another. Distinguishes fact from fiction.t Recognizes per-,
suasive devices, propaganda techniques, illogical- thinking, dis-crepancies, and unstated astnenptiorus. Distinguishes among fact,'optnion, kypothesis,, and value statements.

Group I had difficulty. with only one word, "hypothesis." _Group 2 had

25

ff

trouble Ath'"discrepancies; unstated assumptions; hypothesis, value state-
.

\ nr..nts." They Were then less `abl o ma e a jucfigient about the goal state-.

./ -rent's 1,...orth. Group 3 had almost -iio kio; with which to make a judg-
/. .dent, since- they understood aliost none of ,`th statement. They identified

"analyzes; author's points of view and purpOses for writing; distinguishes;
persuasive devices; proliaganda, illogical thinking; discrepancies; unstated
assumptions, hypothesis; value statements," The goal statement was re--
,written to read:

31C CRITICAL READING

Recogpizes intentions of author and purpose of the writing. Candeaide on the basis of logic and*judgment the quality of thewriting. Can tell fact from fictic*.2 and one type of liter -aturefrom another (fairy tateke.true siories, etc.). Can recognize*sting that encrurages one point of view over any other or thates not make logical tense. Con tell the diffaer.ce between
fact, opinion, guesses, and statements of feelings.

1

The rewritten material received no comments from any partif ipant in any)roup.

Each of the goal statements described above loriginally written in
language from ethicational sub-universes of knowledge, namely science, gram-
mar, and reading. The participants in this study had differential access
to those sub-Indverses indicated by the Words they did not understand.

After these thre statements were rewritten there were no words under-
lined by Participants in any group. Although, as pointed out earlier, to be

4

fully consistent they should have underlihed the word "Hypothesis" in the
title of 45D.
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Comparison of top ten goals

a. ..11

-
From the national field test, a list of the top 10 goals was developed.

In the first phase of this-stiady, the same to 10 goals were analyzed to

determine the level of comprehension of the participants.

Group 1 had difficulty with goal #1, identifying "self-esteem" and

"self-concept" as words they did_not understand. With goal-#3 they suggested

it -be rephrased to make the contrasts more clear. They made no comments about

the other eight goals.

Group 2 had diffidulty with of the ten goals. For #1, they underlined

"self-esteem,". #2 "supports free and honest communication," #3 "Rebellious-
,

ness" in the title, 14 "strives" and "spite," #5 no comment,, #6 'Neuroticism"

in the title, #7 no comment, 8 "to communication," #9 and #10 no comment.
,

Group 3 had so much diffi ty their comments are reproduced below in

their entirety. (Difficulties id tified wfth underlines.)

o Ten National Goals with Communi Gro 3 Difficulties

(Rating)

(1) 3B SELF ESTEEM_

Has a healthy self-concept, self- confidence, self-security,
and self-esteem.

(2) 41B CITIZENSHIP

Is concerned for the dignity, welfare, rights, and freedoms
of every individual. Does not have prejudices. Accepts his
role and responsibilities as group member. Supports free and
honest communication. (Plus written comment - everyone has
prejudices.)

2C SOCIALIZATION-REBELLIOUSNESS( 3 )

Has a healthy balance between colarmity, acceptance, obedience.
rigidity, ,and non-conformity,-criticism, and disrespect. Is
open-minded and tolerant to new ideas, non-conformity-in others.
Respects public and private property, shares, cboperates, is
respectful, and courteous.

a
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(Rating)

. (4) 4A NEED ACHIEVEMENT

Direct energy and thinking into productive channels. Desires
to learn. Does his best. Is reasonably ambitious. Strives
for excellence. Pursues goals in spite of frustrations.

(5) 3A SCHOOL ORIENTATION-- No comments

Has a favorable attitude toward school, teachers, studying.

(6) 1B NEUROTICISM-ADJUSTMENT

Faces reality. .4 well adjusted. Is generally happy.

(7) 27A LISTENING REACTION AND RESPONSE

Listens attentively a speaker. Gains information through i?

listening and remembers it. Follows the thoughts of others.
Follows directions.

a

(8) 32A ATTITUDE TOWARD READING.

Appreciates the importance of reading to comunicatiorrand
as a source of pleasure. Appreciates the creativity of
literature and its importance to understanding man. Reads
various types of literature in leisure time for recreatf.on
and personal fulfillment.

(9) 29B SILENT READING EFFICIENCY

Reads at a reasonable rate for age and-givle level. Adjusts
reading speed to material and purpose. Reads Opidly.

(10) 2A, DEPENDENCE - =INDEPENDENCE

-fe self-sufficient and self-reaponsible. -Does not have an
excessive need for acceptance, approval, security.

After the goals were rewritten there was only one comment from one

- tparticipant. One person from Group 2 underlined "the world as wisher in

Goal 1B (rated #6). None of the other participants' made any comments.
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The rewritten national to ten'goal'statements:

(Rating)

(1) 3B SELF ESTEEM
(Self Respect)

Has a healthy idea of self. Trusts own j ment; is not afraid
to made decisions or to be responsible for-the results of own-
decieions. Usually likes the kind of person he is. Will admit
to mistakes.

,(2) 41B CITIZENSHIP. ,

Protects and defends the honor, well-being, rights, and freedoms
r. of every individual. Works to.reduce prejudices in self. Accepts

responsibility for own part :in group activities. Attempts to
-.keep free and honest exchange of ideas with others.

2CipOCIALIZATION-REBELLIOUSNESS
Versonal Conduct)

(3)

Accepts most ruZes and;expectatioha. Knows when to do what is
expected and,when-to-malze own judgments. Can accept criticism,
but can-,ten-§hen.it 2*,s not ?air. Is open to new ideas and

_---suggestions. Respects other's rights-(especially their right
to be different). Respects public and.privare property. Shares,
cooperates, is courteous, andepolite.

(4) 4A NEED ACHIEVEMENT

Thinks about and works toward useful goals. Desires to learn.
Tries to do best work. Tries to improve. Does not give up easily.

3A SCHOOL ORIENTATION

(Attitude toward School)

Has favorable attitude toward school, teachers, and studying.

(6) IB NEUROTICISM-ADM
- (Emotional Health)

Understands the difference between the real world 'and the world
as wished. Plans, works, and plays, taking into account the
difference between what is real and what is not. Is as happy

v and adjusted as life allowth

(7)* 27A LISTENING REACTION AND RESPONSE

Listens Carefully to speaker. Gains information through listening
and remembers it. Understands what speaker is trying to say.
Follows directions.
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(8) 32A ATTITUDE TOWARD READING

Reads various types of literature in spare time for personal en-
joyment. Reads newspapers and other sources of information.
Seeks out certain types of materials to get specific information,
and as an aid to study. Is able to change behavior, feelings;
and opinions as a result of knoWledge gained through reading.

(9) 29B SILENT READING EFFICIENCY

'Selects reading
to remember all
material).

speed to meet need' (understanding as a whole,
orpart-, or to remember specific facts in the

INDEPENDENCE(10) ,2A DEPENDENCE-..

Takes, responsibility -for self.
When needed. Doeenot need too
Protection. Can accept Charing

Some Questions Aboutilating the Goals

Can help self and accept help_

much apprOval, security, or
time and attention with others.

In the national field testof theACIT, the top 10 goals represent the

combined ratings of-both professional edUcators (teachers and principals)

and parents. Since the data.from the field test indicated that parents had

trouble with the vocabulary of the goal statements; a teasing question has

been whether parents would have rated, the goal statements differently had

they understood the goals better.

This small study did not include having the participants rate the

original goal statements before they identified the vocabulary difficulties.

However, it aid ask the to rate the goals after they7had been rewritten.

Although the results are statistically unusable for comparison with the

national study, they do provide some provocative ideas which should be in-

vestigated by further research.

In the national field test, the first six goals all related to personal

rather than intellectual development. Only 3 (#7, #8 and #9) of the top 10

goals' nationally were cognitive; those three related toreadingJ The other
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7 were.all affective goals relating to attitudes towards self and others

and to behavior. this study, the-top 10 goals rated by the 13 partici-

pants were considerably different, with the first 3 goals all relating to

cognitive developmeht in reading, the next 5 relating to personal or effective

development, and the last 2 related again to cognitive development.

Rewritten Top Ten Goals of this.Pield_Study

(Rating)

(1) 32A ATTITUDE TOWARD READING

Reads various types of literature in spare-timt for personal
enjoyment. Reads to improve understanding of mankind. Enjoys
the various ways in .which literature presents ideas (poetry,'
fiction, etc.). Understands the help reading offers in im-
proving vocabulary, speakiRg, and writing abilities. Likes
to read.

(2) 29A ORAL READING

Reads, aloud with correct feeiing and meaning. Reads clearly and
smoothly. Uses exprestion in reading aloud. Reads words correp,;-
ly. Understands what £s being read.

-(3) 28A PHONETIC RECOGNITION

I, Can identify the sounds of letters (phonetics). Can sound-out
dards when sound corresponds to spelling. Uses the sounding-
out of letters and words (phonics).as a reading tool.

) 41B CITIZENSHIP
o

otects and defends the honor, well-being, rights and freedoms
every individual. Works to reduce prejudices'in self. Accepts

responsibility for own part in group activities. Attempts to
keep fredand honest exchange of ideas with others.

(5). 2C SOCIAIZATION-REBEWOUSIESS 1
. (Personal Conduct) \-

Accepts molt rules and expectations. Knows when to do what is ,

expected and when to make own judgments. Can accept criticism,
but cqn tell when it is not fair. Is open to new ideas and
suggestions. Respects other's rights (especially their right
to,be different). Respects public and private property.
Shares, cooperates, is courteous, and polite.
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(6) 25A GROUP-ACTIVITY-SPORTSMANSHIP

Is a good winner and a good loser. Can be a leader or a follower.
Obeys the rules of the game. Feels very involved in the sport.
Has team spirit.

(7) ZE. HOSTILITY-FRIENDLINESS

Is friendly, generous, helpful, ood-natured, and interested in
people. Avoids starting quarrel and fights; does hot remain
angry for a long time, and does ..t hold a grudge.

(8) 23A PRACTICING HEALTH AND SAFETY PR 'CIPLES

(9)

Aoolies health and safety principles o daily life. Develops
good habits of cleanliness. .Gets e ough rest, sleep, 'and phy-'
sisal exercise. Wears proper clot ng for the tbeather and acti-
vity. Practices common sense saf= y and obeys traffic and safe-
ty rules. Develops good eating Oita. . .

27A LISTENING REACTION AND RESPONSE

Listens carefully to speaker. Gains information thivugh listen-
ing and remembers it Understands what speaker is trying to say.
Follows directions.

(10) 13C CAPITALIZATION

Knows ?Mich worde-gb capitalize and does so in written work.

&be possible inflUences for the shift in rating, discounting the problems

caused by the sampling of the parents for this study, are:

Did the fact that these participants had so much trouble with the
vocabulary on the original goal. statements influence their choices
to emphasize reading skills so heavily?

Would they have rated the old goal statements the same way?

Did the originaFnational field test participants select as most
important, the goals they understood?

Do people from bilingual.or low socioeconomic groups (Groups 2 and
3 in this stud)) emphasize reading more thamprofessionals,or middle
class parents ?;

In examining the data from this study, the participants did not intro-

duce a math gOal till #20, and then chose a "Modern Math" goal.
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#20 15B-COMPREHEN ION OF NUMBERS AND SETS-IN MATHEMATICS
(Modern Math

Un ell-stand's numbers
,

and number concepts (odd and even numbers,
,,prime and composite numbers, factors and factoring, number'
multiples, etc:). Understands how numerals are ass:igned.to.
groups of things (set notation, wet membership, operations
with sets, etc.).

a .

The question still remains unanswered s to why they rated this modern math

goal when they indicated they still did not understand the other modern

math goals any better the second time thin the first. It is that they feel

modern math is important to know, even though they do not bilderstant it

themselves? if so, why didn't they also select the her modern math goals?

In the natiOnal.field test, the only math goals ranked were #12 and #19.

#12 16A OPERATIONS WITH INTEGERS

Adds, subtracts, ,multiplies, and divide, whole numbers; checks
answers.

#19 17A MATHEMATICS PROBLEM SOLVING

Uses mathematical knowledge and skills (arithmetic, measurement,
and geometry) to solve common practical problems.

4

These are rather simple math goals, the national sample ranked no modern math

goals in the top 20 at all.
f

SU!NARY

This study was conducted to identify the language difficulties encountered

by parents.in working with 106 goal statements for elementary education. A

sample of 13 parents from middle to low soca.oeconomic classes identified 1265

words and phrases they did not understand. After the goals were rewritten,

they identified only 58 words and phrases as 12ot understandable.

Based on the theory that communication only takes Place when communicators

are speaking from a mutually'held stock of knowledge, the newly rewritten state-

ments are more understandable than the original statements.

e"!
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Based on the theory.of praimatic communication creating double-binds

if the message does, not convey logical, meaningful ideas and.mithods of

interpreting them, the parents aro still in ,a'doublo-bind position regarding

such goals as'modern math and cannot communicate appropriately their desires

for their children.

Should principals act upon the rating of such goals byfparents,the

school programwtay not reflect the true goals desired by parents. If parents.

are to participate in goal.- sorting procedures, they need a way of indicating

what they do not underItand, and an opportunity for further clarification

prior to rating the goals. ..
#1
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APPENDIX A,

Participants. Reaction to Questionnaire

The participants were given the rewritten goa3 statements in a question-
,

naire form rather than on cards in a Q-sort. They were a cover letter

requesting them to answer four questions comparing the use of the question-

naire to the cards. They were instructed to return the cover letter and

the questions on it along with the completed questionnaire.

The 'four questions and the 13 participants' responses.are reproduced

below:

1. Were the instructions clear on the questionnaire?

Yes 13 No 0

2. Was the questionnaire easier to understand than the blue cards?

Yes 11 No 1 No answer I
r

3. If the newly rewritten material were put on goal cards, :which would you/
prefer to work with?

'Cards 3 Questionnaire 8 No answer 2/,

4. Do you have any comments about the questionnaire or the cards?

a) Questionnaire is better because it can be done at home.

b) Parents should have little or no trouble understanding new
goal statements.

c) The Modern Math goals are still not clear. Could terms like
"transitive propert Is" andPcomposite numbers" be explained
.further"

. .

Some goals relate to "irate ability and not to acquired skills or
knowledge learned at school. (No example given) -
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